
 

Name Sean Davey

DOB 08-04-1993

Nationality New Zealander

Player Status Available

Playing Role Bowling All-Rounder (Seam)

Batting Style RH Middle Order Bat

Bowling Style RA Medium Fast

Entry Route

Coaching Qualifications NZC Level 1

Sean Davey is an exciting all-rounder currently plying his trade for Canterbury in New Zealand domestic cricket.

The former New Zealand Under-19 representative is into his fourth domestic contract with Canterbury (2023/24)

having moved south from Northern Districts. Since joining the red and blacks, he has become a key performer

evidencing his all-round ability across all formats.

With the bat, he is a dynamic, hard-hitter from the middle order who has career bests’ of 55, and 43 in the Plunket

Shield (FC) and Ford Trophy (List A) competitions, respectively. He has excelled at all levels below State cricket too,

particularly in the National Hawke Cup competition for Bay of Plenty, with a season-best of 530 runs at 75.71 (5x100s) in

2016/17.

With the ball, Davey is a skilful seam bowler who has dominated both formats, averaging 17.60, and 20.05 in FC and List

A respectively, including career highs of 7-25 (FC), and record-breaking one-day figures of 6-30 on his Ford Trophy

debut. It’s fair to say Davey is an exciting prospect for Canterbury over the next few years.

After a 5-year hiatus, Davey is now eager to return abroad in 2024, having previously spent time in England (Slaithwaite

– 2013), Ireland (Malahide – 2017), and the Netherlands (Ajax – 2019).

He has been a star performer abroad, with highlights including topping the Drakes Huddersfield (Championship



Division) run charts with Slaithwaite (624 runs at 48, alongside 45 wickets at 17.76), and scoring a match-winning

century to help Malahide to the Irish National Cup title (finishing 108* from 125 balls).

Davey represents an outstanding signing for any UK club next summer.


